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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a modified programmable twisted ring counter (MPTRC) based on-chip test generation
scheme is proposed. It is used as built-in-self-test (BIST) pattern generator for high performance circuits
with simple test control. This method is used to achieve low power and reduced test time for digital
circuits. The MPTRC module is designed with Cadence NClaunch platform using Verilog HDL and
synthesis done by using Cadence RTL compiler with 0.18µm technology. The simulation results show
about 13.46% power reduction compared with conventional programmable twisted ring counter (PTRC)
based design.
Keywords: Built-in-self-test (BIST), System-on-chip (SoC), Ring counter, Twisted-ring-counter (TRC),
Programmable twisted ring counter (PTRC).
1.

INTRODUCTION

VLSI technology includes two testing processes
as test generation and test application [1]. The goal
of test generation is to produce test patterns for
efficient testing. Test application is used to apply
test patterns to the circuit-under-test (CUT) and
analyze their output response. Test application is
performed either by automatic test equipment
(ATE) or test facilities in the chip itself.
Conventional testing methods based on automatic
test equipment (ATE) are not suitable for systemon-chip (SoC) as it requires large test time, test data
volume and increase the total test cost of the circuit.

circuit. The main components of the BIST scheme
are illustrated in Fig 1. The test pattern generator is
used for generating the test pattern for circuitunder-test (CUT). Test response analysis is used to
compare and analyze the response.
Generally BIST methods are categorized into
test-per-clock and test-per-scan [2]-[3]. In test-perclock method, a test pattern is applied to the CUT
for clock cycle and test response is captured by
response monitor. In test-per-scan method, a test
pattern is serially loaded into scan chains bit-by-bit.
Therefore it requires large test time on loading
pattern when the scan chain length is high. The
advantage of test-per-clock method is that it
requires short test time on one test pattern
compared with test-per-scan method. Therefore
test-per-clock is good choice for testing.

Fig 1: General Structure Of Built-In-Self-Test (BIST)

Built-In-Self-Test (BIST) is a design for
testability (DFT) technique used for self-testing [2],
[6]. It is an effective technique used for testing
system-on-chip (SoC) as it reduces the test time,
test data volume and decreases the test cost of the

Fig 2: Test-Per-Scan

BIST techniques are based on pseudo random
testing is a set of pseudo random test patterns are
generated by a linear feedback shift registers
(LFSR) [7]-[8]. One disadvantage is it requires long
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test time to control hard-to-detect-faults known as
random pattern resistant (r.p.r) to get satisfactory
fault coverage.

Fig 6: Configurable Ring Counter

Fig 3: Test-Per-Clock

Deterministic circular self-test path (DCSTP)
and mixed mode are also test-per-clock methods
[4]. DCSTP technique is applying a set of test
patterns with unspecified bits to the circuit-undertest (CUT) and a special BIST cell is placed instead
of each IO pins and internal flip-flops to connect
these cells together to form a long circular self-test
path. In this scheme, large jumping logic or long
test time is required to generate required test
patterns for 100% fault coverage. Mixed mode
method is to combine the pseudo random testing
schemes with various deterministic circular self-test
schemes (DCSTP). Pseudo random test patterns in
mixed mode scheme are used to detect the easy-todetect faults and deterministic patterns are used to
detect hard-to-detect faults. An additional logic is
required to control the test process between
different test modes. These methods require long
test time to reach satisfactory fault coverage.
Other test-per-clock methods are based on
twisted-ring-counters (TRCs) and reseeding logic
which covers maximum faults [5], [9]. A twisted
ring counter also called as Johnson counter is a
modified ring counter, where the inverted output
from the last flip flop is connected to the input of
the first flip flop as shown in fig 5.

By using TRC technique, unique seed can be
found easily. TRC can be used as single twistedring-counter or programmable twisted ring-counter
(PTRC). PTRC is fast in generating test patterns
compared with single twisted-ring-counter. TRC
based test-per-clock method has following
advantages 1) simple test control, 2) controllability
and 3) no additional logic is added on critical paths
of the CUT, hence performance impact is small.
With these advantages TRC based BIST methods
are more efficient to promising low test solution for
high performance circuits.
In this paper, twisted ring counters (TRCs) are
used as BIST pattern generator. A modified
programmable twisted ring counter (MPTRC) is
proposed to generate more different test patterns for
testing with short time and low power. This
technique is more efficient than the pseudo random
testing method to control random-pattern-resistant
faults (r.p.r) and there is no need of an additional
logic to generate test patterns for high fault
coverage.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the conventional twisted-ring-counter
(PTRC) based test generation. Section III discusses
the proposed modified programmable twisted-ringcounter (MPTRC) and section IV shows simulation
results. Finally, section V concludes this work.
2.

PREVIOUS METHOD

Fig. 7 shows the programmable multiple twistedring-counters (PTRC) scheme with some reseeding
logic, which generates the required test patterns for
testing. In this scheme, according to the circuitunder-test (CUT) scan registers are split into
multiple equal scan segments and each scan
segment is converted into programmable TRCs
with reversion logic unit.

Fig 4: Ring Counter

Each PTRC logic unit associated with one
reversion logic, providing control data is used for
loading seed pattern into scan registers. A simple
centralized mode switching logic unit (MSL) is
used to load seed and for TRC operation in PTRC
logic unit. Here seed is given as input to PTRC
Fig 5: Twisted-Ring-Counter (TRC)
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from ROM. The PTRC design is based on
configurable ring counter as shown in Fig. 6, is a
combination of ring counter (RC) and twisted-ringcounter (TRC). A ctrl is a control signal, which acts
as a switch between ring counter (RC) and twistedring- counter (TRC) modes. It can generate the
maximum 3m different patterns for testing. By
using this scheme, both test application time and
storage data volume can be significantly reduced.

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

seed is scanned in from external tester or stored in
an on-chip ROM. The rotate mode circularly shifts
the seed by one bit per test cycle. The twist mode
also performs shift operation on the seed circularly,
which additionally flips the last bit of the logical
value to the first bit. Based on a seed pattern,
various test patterns can be generated by switching
between rotate and twist modes. A control signal
denoted as ctrl is presented to control the reversion
logic unit in PTRC units. Two possible 3m test
patterns are generated for each seed by adjusting
the control signal (ctrl). When ctrl[0] = 1, the test
pattern order is shift-in
twist
twist
rotate,
while when ctrl[1] = 0, the test pattern order is
shift-in rotate twist twist.
3. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed design modified programmable
twisted-ring-counter (MPTRC) is shown in Fig. 9,
where AND gates are replaced with NAND gates
and XOR gates are replaced with XNOR gates.
Compared with AND gate and XOR gate high
performance can be achieved with NAND and
XNOR gates. By using inverters to NAND and
XNOR gates AND, XOR gates are realized. Using
these NAND and XNOR gates number of stages,
delay and power can be reduced.

Fig 7: Programmable Twisted-Ring-Counter (PTRC)
with Two Scan Segments

The test generation process of PTRC is controlled
by centralized mode switching logic unit and
reversion logic units. Under the control of these
units, PTRC units jointly generate the required
patterns for testing and at the same time reduce the
test application time. By adjusting the control
signal of each reversion logic unit, it is used to
perform different test generation modes, which
generates more effective test patterns for testing
and significantly reduces the total storage data
volume.

Fig 9: Modified Programmable Twisted-Ring-Counter
(MPTRC) with Two Scan Segments

Fig 8: Control Signals for Different PTRC Modes

The PTRC design presents three test generation
modes called shift-in, rotate and twist. The shift-in
mode is used to load the seed into the PTRCs. Each

In mode switching logic unit (MSL), 2-bit binary
counter (bc) is replaced with 2-bit twisted-ringcounter (TRC), where delay and power can be
reduced when compared with binary counter. Mode
of operation for 2-bit TRC in test generation circuit
is denoted by T counter and is enabled by k-bit
binary counter (Kbc). Where k-bit binary counter
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keeps a track of how many cycles have been
executed in PTRC unit.
In this proposed design, centralized mode
switching logic unit in the test generation circuit
counts the number of clock cycles for each pattern
generation. These clock cycles counted by the
variable is given as k and is defined by k = log 2 m ,
where m is length of the shift register or length of
scan segments. The clock cycles are counted by the
k-bit binary counter. The enabling of T counter
between 2-bit TRC counter and k-bit binary counter
is done by using AND gate. In modified PTRC, 2bit TRC is initially loaded with 00 that generates
the four states 00, 01, 11 and 10. This is
incremented only by k-bit binary counter (Kbc).

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

stabilize the mode for certain clock cycles. The test
patterns are generated from test generation circuit
can be used for detecting the faults.
The experiments results of conventional
programmable twisted-ring-counter (PTRC) and
modified
programmable
twisted-ring-counter
(MPTRC) designs are implemented by Cadence
Nclaunch platform using Verilog HDL and
synthesis is done by using Cadence RTL compiler
with 0.18µm technology.
Table I and table II summarizes some important
performance metrics of the programmable twisted
ring counter (PTRC) and modified programmable
twisted ring counter (MPTRC) and table III shows
the power comparisons between PTRC and
MPTRC. These include leakage power, dynamic
power and total power.
Table 1: Power consumption of cells used in
Conventional PTRC.

Fig 10: Control Signals for Different MPTRC Modes

Reversion logic units are developed with NAND
gates that take control of various TRC operations to
generate the required test patterns based on the
seeds. A control signal denoted as ctrl is presented
to control the reversion logic unit in PTRC units.
Two possible 3m test patterns are generated for
each seed by adjusting the control signal (ctrl).
When ctrl[0] = 1, the test pattern order is shift-in
twist
twist
rotate, while ctrl[1] = 0, the
test pattern order is shift-in
rotate
twist
twist. By adjusting the control signal of each
reversion logic unit, it is used to perform different
test generation modes that generates more effective
test patterns for testing and significantly reduces the
total storage data volume.
4.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Modified programmable twisted ring counter
generates the test patterns under fault condition to
test the circuit. Mode switching logic unit and
reversion logic are two main important blocks in
test generation circuit for change of mode and
generating different combination of patterns.
Control input with 0 or 1, reversion logic unit is
performed and mode switching logic unit is to
436
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Leakage
Power
(nw)
47.01

Dynamic
Power
(µw)
27.49

Total
Power
(µw)
27.54

MSL
Kbc
Bc

14
7
5

13.05
6.81
4.59

6.89
3.24
2.77

6.90
3.25
2.72

PTRC unit 1
Shift register
MUX

8
5
1

9.16
5.78
1.31

6.16
3.11
5.79

5.93
3.15
5.80

PTRC unit 2
Shift register
MUX

8
5
1

9.16
5.78
1.31

5.92
3.14
5.79

5.93
3.15
5.80

LFSR 1
LFSR 2

6
6

7.26
7.06

3.06
3.41

3.07
3.41

Instance

Cells

PTRC

Table 2: Power consumption of cells used in Modified
PTRC.
Instance

Cells

Leakage
Power
(nw)

Dynamic
Power
(µw)

Total
Power
(µw)

MPTRC

43

43.71

23.85

23.89

MSL
Kbc
TRC

13
7
4

12.06
6.82
3.60

4.67
3.24
4.99

4.69
3.25
5.03

PTRC unit 1
Shift register
MUX

8
5
1

8.40
5.78
1.31

5.36
3.11
4.50

5.37
3.12
4.51

PTRC unit 2
Shift register
MUX

8
5
1

8.40
5.78
1.31

5.69
3.14
5.79

5.69
3.14
5.81

LFSR 1
LFSR 2

6
6

7.26
7.06

3.06
3.41

3.07
3.42
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Table 3: Power comparisons between PTRC and MPTRC
based design.

5.

Instance name

PTRC

MPTRC

Leakage Power (nw)

47.01

43.71

Dynamic Power (µw)

27.49

23.85

Total Power (µw)

27.54

23.89

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a modified programmable twisted
ring counter (MPTRC) scheme is proposed. It is
used as built-in-self-test (BIST) pattern generator
for high performance circuits with simple test
control. Simulation results show that the proposed
MPTRC power is reduced by 13.46% compared
with conventional programmable twisted ring
counter (PTRC). The future work is to implement
an efficient algorithm on FPGA devices to
minimize the length of test sequence to achieve
high fault coverage for high performance
applications.
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